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Abstract-

The

growing

diffusion

of

distributed

energy

sources is making higher and higher the attention for DC
distribution networks, that present some advantages related to
an

easier

systems

integration

and

of

electrical

renewable

drives.

The

energy
DC

sources,

storage

network has to be

connected to the traditional AC network by means of a converter
interface whose main scope is the regulation of the power fluxes
exchanged between the two networks. In this paper it is shown
how it is possible to reduce flicker phenomenon, appearing when
a pulsing load is connected on the DC network, controlling the
front-end converter and using a storage system connected to the
DC line. Numerical simulation results have been carried out to
prove this capability. Moreover some preliminary experimental

tests, realized on a test facility under construction at ERSE, have
been performed and results are reported.

Index Terms- AC-DC power conversion, DC power systems,
Dispersed storage and generation

I.

INTRODUCTION

The needs to integrate a large amount of distributed energy
resources (DERs) and to provide high power quality level to
the end users increase the interest for DC power distribution
systems [1, 2]. Potential advantages of low voltage (LV) DC
distribution networks compared to LV AC conventional grids
include: enhanced overall energy efficiency of power
distribution systems, higher transmission capability, filtering
of voltage disturbances and hence improved voltage quality
experienced by customers. Moreover, improved reliability and
cost efficiency of the distribution network with potential
economical savings for both public distribution systems and
special applications are foreseen.
In this scenario a wide diffusion of active front-end
converters is in act. These converters are, at present, coupled
with different energy sources or storage systems. If LV DC
distribution networks will spread these converters will be used
to link the DC to the AC network and to manage the power
exchanged between the two networks. These converters,
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besides their main function of managing the active power
fluxes, can be used to develop some ancillary services as
reactive power generation and harmonic active filtering. In
this paper the possibility of using the interface converter to
reduce flickering effect due to a pulsing load will be
investigated.
In Italy, after the liberalization of the electric market a fund
was created, through a levy from the electricity bills, to
finance medium-long term research projects aimed to innovate
the national electric systems: the Fund for Research into
Electrical Systems. This fund is aimed to sustain the
competitiveness of the Italian electric system by improving
economy, security and power quality in the context of a
liberalized market and complying with the sustainable
development criteria. The activity on LV DC distribution
networks is included within the "Studies and assessment of
rational energy utilization and measures to increase end-use
energy efficiency" project. This project is being developed in
the framework of the "Rationalization and Saving in the Use
of Electricity" area one of the three areas identified by the
2009-2011 Three Year Plan's Research into Electrical
Systems.
In the framework of this project an LV DC micro-grid able
to operate isolated or grid connected has been designed and is
under construction at ERSE. The proposed system to reduce
flicker effect has been demonstrated by means of numerical
simulations representing the behavior of the test facility in
realization at ERSE. Some preliminary experimental results
obtained on the test facility will be also reported in order to
validate numerical data.
II. THE LVDC MICRO-GRID
At present, the LV DC micro-grid has a voltage level of
400V and it is composed of a front-end AC/DC converter, a
photovoltaic field emulator, several energy storage systems,
two controllable loads, and will be soon provided with a
supervision and control-management system enabling the
efficient use of the available energy sources [3].
Fig. 1 shows the conceptual scheme of the DC distribution
micro-grid structure a LV DC test facility to be extensively
employed to experimentally validate the simulation results on
the effects of some typical transients (e.g., AC voltage dips,
generation and load sudden fluctuations, control strategy) on

the voltage DC bus stability.

A. L VDC Main Component Characteristics
1) Front-End Converter
The 100 kW front-end AC/DC bi-directional converter is
the key component of the DC grid; it allows the power flow
from the AC to the DC grid to sustain the loads in case of
insufficient or no generation, and also the opposite flow in
case of generation surplus. Most importantly, it oversees and
controls the stability of the voltage DC bus at all times.
2) Energy Storage Systems: Battery and Supercapacitor
Several energy storage systems are installed in the DC test
facility and they have an important role to improve the power
quality and in the efficient energy management.
AC grid

Front-End
Converter

DC micro-grid ±200 V
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Fig. 1. Schematic of electric circuit of the LV DC micro-grid.

In particular, there are two ZEBRA™ batteries, each one
with a peak power of 32 kW, a capacity of 64 Ah and an open
circuit voltage of 279 V. These batteries are coupled to DC
grid by 35 kW DC/DC bi-directional converters to allow
batteries charging and discharging process.
However, to compensate very fast fluctuations in the DC
voltage due to faults, dips propagation from AC grid or
sudden load and/or generation changes in the DC grid, no. 2
supercapacitor banks each constituted of no. 24 modules (30
kW for 4 s) with a maximum voltage of 384 V are connected
to the DC grid by 35 kW DC/DC bi-directional converters.
3) Photovoltaic-Field Emulator
One of the potential benefits of DC grids is the easier and
more efficient integration of renewable sources. However,
owing to the limited power from PV fields available at our site
for both space constrains and meteorological conditions, we
opted for a 35 kW PV-field emulator. In this way, we have
controllable power available at anytime, so the experimental
activity is not bounded to weather conditions and daytime.
4) Programmable Loads
Two programmable purely resistive load-banks are
installed in the DC micro-grid; these two units can provide a

total load of 60 kW with step sizes of 1 kW.
5) Supervision & Control and Data Acquisition Systems
The supervision and data acquisition system allows
recording of the experimental data resulting from the field
tests, to monitor power quality and electrical transients, and to
communicate information to the central control system in
order to optimize economic and power quality aspects.
The front-end converter participates to the regulation of the
DC network voltage [4] and also detects islanding condition
occurrence by comparing the AC grid voltages and frequency
with their admissible ranges. The AC/DC front-end converter
works as a DC current source, modulated by the voltage DC
error signal using a proportional-integral (PI) regulator for
obtaining null steady state error of the DC voltage. The sizing
of the DC link capacitors takes into account the DC voltage
ripple minimization, the hold-up time, and the expected power
fluctuations on the DC side.
III.

FLICKER EFFECT REDUCTION

Among several categories of electrical power quality
problems, voltage fluctuations is pointed out as an important
matter. This phenomenon is characterized by rapid and
systematic voltage magnitude variation in the range of 0.9 to
1.1 p.u. and frequencies up to 30 Hz [5].
Flicker is the most well known effect caused by this
voltage disturbance, which in this context, is referred to the
sensation experienced by human visual system when subjected
to luminance variations emitted by lamps [6]-[7].
One of the main causes of flicker appearing is the presence of
pulsing loads. These loads, largely diffused on distribution
networks, having an intermittent power request, cause voltage
fluctuations on the distribution voltage. In the case of a LV
DC distribution network, also if the pulsing load is connected
on the dc side, the voltage fluctuation can reflect on AC side
of the interface converter. In order to mitigate the effect of the
pulsing load on the AC network a slow control can be
implemented on the converter interface. Indeed, a slow control
feedback on the interface converter can shave the power
request to the AC network, mitigating the AC voltage
fluctuations and consequently reducing the flicker
phenomenon. However, the reduction of this feedback speed
implies a slower control of the DC voltage and consequently
reduces the power quality of the DC network.
If a storage system is present on the DC network it can be
used to shave the power required to the AC network,
obtaining both the flicker reduction on AC network and the
fast voltage control on the DC side. Moreover, this peak
shaving action improves the global efficiency reducing the
rms value of the current flowing in the AC network. The test
facility under construction at ERSE can be used to prove this
capability as auxiliary service of a LV DC distribution
network.
IV.

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In order to test the improving effect of adding a storage
system, based on supercapacitor banks, on the DC distribution

In Fig. 3 the DC bus voltage obtained in the three
simulation cases is reported.

line, some numerical simulations have been effected.
In particular, the storage system opportunely controlled can be
useful to improve the power quality of both the AC and DC
distribution networks. The system simulated is reported in Fig.
2. In this figure the long AC line, 100 meters, the front-end
converter, a short DC line, and a pulsing load connected on
the DC bus are represented. The parameters of the simulated
network are reported in Table I.
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Fig. 3. DC bus voltage.

Fig. 2. Electrical scheme of the simulated system.

Rated
Voltage
[V]
400

TABLE I
MAIN DATA OF THE SIMULATED SYSTEM
Line
Line
Storage
dc bus
inductance
resistance
capacitance
capacitance
Cs;- [mF]
Cdc [mF]
[mnlkm]
[mHlkm]
290
5. 8
1000
L2

Line
lengt
h [m]
100

A 30 kW pulsing load with frequency of 2 Hz has been
simulated. This load represents the effect of pulsing load like
welders or arc furnaces. The main problem appearing when
supplying these loads is connected with the flicker
phenomenon. So, the flicker has been evaluated for the
voltage profile at the end of the AC line, following the
directives given in [8]-[10].
When the storage system is connected to the dc bus by
means of a converter, its intervention acts contemporary to
that of the front-end converter. If the two systems are
controlled separately their intervention has to be decided only
on the basis of the DC bus voltage. However, the dynamic of
the DC voltage is due to the contemporary actions of the two
converters; the split of the power furnished by each converter
depends on the speed of the two feedback chains used to
control the two converters.
For this reason, in order to increase the effect of the storage
system the feedback chain of the controller of the front-end
converter has to be opportunely slowed. Indeed, reducing the
bandwidth of this controller makes the intervention of the
front-end converter slower, facilitating the peak shaving
action realized by the storage system.
Therefore, in order to estimate the improving effect of the
storage system three numerical simulation cases have been
carried out. In the first one only the front-end converter
supplying the DC line is equipped with a high bandwidth
controller (i.e. 1000 rad/s). In the second case the storage
system is added without modifying the speed of the front-end
controller; the bandwidth of the storage system controller is
1000 rad/s. In the third simulation case the controller of the
front-end converter is opportunely slowed by reducing the
bandwidth of its controller down to 100 rad/s.

As it is clear from the analysis of Fig. 3, the presence of the
storage system has an improving effect on the regulation of
the DC bus voltage. In particular, without the storage system
the voltage is regulated in the range ±6%, while, with the
storage system, the range of variation reduces to ±1% and
±2% in the cases of fast and slow feedback loop, respectively.
In these two latter cases, the voltage keeps changing around
the rated voltage of 400 V, but the range of variation is very
small. This is due to the fact that the DC voltage reference for
the storage system varies as function of its state of charge. In
particular, the DC voltage reference is function of the storage
system voltage, Vss, as in the following relationship:
(1)
where with the subscript ref the voltage references for the
storage system have been indicated while the * indicates the
voltage reference of the interface converter. By means of the
(1) the recharging of the storage system is automatically
ensured. In Fig. 4 the DC voltage references for the two cases
in which the storage system is present are reported. These
reference voltages are compared with the actual voltages on
the DC bus.
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Fig. 4. DC bus voltage references and actual values.

The reference voltages are followed quickly and the
oscillation of the DC bus voltage depends on the necessity of
the storage system to recover the energy supplied during the
high power demand. In Fig. 5 the storage system voltage is

reported to show the capability of this control of keeping the
status of charge of the storage system. This is particularly true
in this case since the simulated storage system is a pure
capacitance and its voltage is directly related to its state of
charge.
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Fig. 7. Power supplied by the network.
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Fig. 5. Storage system voltages.

In the case of slow feedback loop of the front-end
converter controller the voltage on the storage system presents
a wider variation because the energy to be supplied to the load
is larger. As a consequence also the DC bus voltage presents a
higher variation. On the contrary, absorbing lower peak power
from the grid, the slower control of the front-end converter
produces lower disturbance to the AC voltage. In Fig. 6 the
rms value of the AC voltages for the three case studies are
reported.

Fig. 6. AC voltages,nns value.

The reduced voltage drop on the AC side is consequence of
a peak shaving action operated by the storage system. In Fig.
7 the power supplied by the AC network in the three
simulated cases is reported.
It has to be noted that the feedback loop of the front-end
converter controls the DC bus voltage. For this reason, the DC
bus voltage is stabilized on the reference value with the
desired quickness but no control is implemented on the power
drawn by the grid. For this reason the diagram of the power
supplied by the grid, in absence of the storage system,
presents a high overshoot necessary to restore the desired
voltage on the DC bus. When the storage system is connected,
the DC bus voltage stabilization is ensured by the action of the
storage system and the power drawn from the network does
not present overshoots.

The AC voltage profile reported in Fig. 7 can cause flicker
phenomenon. In order to evaluate it, according with [8]-[9] a
flickermeter has been set up. The Perception of flicker short
term (PST) value evaluated for the three simulated cases is
2.38, 1.03, and 0.32 respectively. As reported in the technical
normative [8]-[9] the value 1 for the PST is the limit of the
flicker appreciable by human sight. So, the insertion of the
storage system is a good solution to reduce the flicker under
the limit given by the normative. Moreover, reducing the
speed of the feedback chain of the front-end converter
controller can reduce drastically the flicker making it very
lower than the limit threshold.
V.

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

The LV DC micro-grid available at ERSE is an ideal test
bench to prove the suitability of the proposed control
techniques in order to improve the quality of both the AC and
the DC voltage. As initial step, some preliminary tests have
been performed in order to show the effects of front-end
converter on the voltage quality of both the AC and the DC
side of the two networks.
The front-end converter is controlled to stabilize the DC
voltage adjusting the active power to follow the DC load
requests. This is realized with two cascaded feedback loop.
The internal loop controls the direct and quadrature current,
while the external one decides the current reference as
function of the DC voltage.
The speed of the external control loop directly influences
the voltage quality of the two networks. Indeed, a controller
with a high bandwidth improves the quality of the DC voltage
during transients but increases the oscillations at steady state.
Moreover, it negatively influences the AC voltage waveform.
On the contrary, a slow controller improves the steady state
voltages of both networks, but allows wider variation of the
DC voltage. As shown in the previous section this problem
can be solved using the supercapacitor unit to cover the load
requests during dynamics. On the test bench, the influence on
the DC bus voltages for two different controller bandwidths
has been studied by means of a step 10 kW load change. In
Fig. 9-12 the DC voltage and current obtained using the slow
and the fast regulator are reported.
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Fig. 12. Severe step load change: experimental and simulated DC current with
fast feedback regulator.
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Fig. II. Severe step load change: experimental and simulated DC voltage with
fast feedback regulator.

By analyzing the experimental results reported in the above
figures, it should be noticed that the fast regulator exhibits a
better dynamic response. However, the steady state DC
voltage value shows a wider range of variation.
Moreover a very good agreement between numerical and
experimental results validates the model used to simulate the
effect of the control to reduce the flicker effect as discussed in
the previous section. In the case of fast regulator the
experimental voltage oscillation is higher than simulated one.
This is due to measurement errors, not present in the
numerical simulation. These errors, indeed, are amplified by
the fast regulator and imply the DC voltage oscillation as
reported in Fig. 11.

The increasingly widespread use of DC current, both in
generators and in electrical equipments, leads to consider the
possibility of integrating the various devices by means of a
local DC distribution system. This solution would make
possible a simplification of the present distribution system. In
fact, in the DC distribution system the total number of
converters is lower compared with the AC solution and their
structure is less complex, even if it is necessary to have the
ACIDC front-end converter interfaced with the grid.
It is worth to underline that, by means of a suitable control
strategy, the DC solution would increase the quality level for
the end users and the whole distribution network.
In this paper we reported on simulations and testing on a
LV DC test facility, developed in the framework of national
R&D project, designed to be operated both connected and
isolated from the AC test facility with Distributed Generation.
Special attention has been also devoted to the DC grid
management-control strategy and its optimization.
By means of numerical simulations it has been shown the
system capability of reducing the flicker effect caused by
pUlsing loads connected on the DC network. Moreover, some
preliminary experimental tests have been conducted to show
the agreement between experimental and simulated results
with the aim of validating the model used. From the
experimental results the effect of the regulator speed on the
DC voltage has been evidenced.
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